
Flevy’s Business Documents Will Be Made Available through Leading Enterprise 

Excellence Platform EON (Released by Flevy.com) 

(Manhattan) February 6, 2017 – Flevy (http://flevy.com) and P5G (pioneers of the Enterprise 

Excellence Platform EON) have finalized a partnership to distribute select Flevy documents in 

the EON software platform (https://www.phase5group.com/). 

“We are excited to extend our business frameworks and Lean tools to EON’s customer base,” 

said David Tang, CEO of Flevy.  “EON is a powerful and innovative software; and we strongly 

feel our frameworks and templates complement its existing capabilities to drive customers 

towards Enterprise and Operational Excellence.” 

“This partnership is representative of P5G’s overall strategy of providing compelling and 

actionable content and business frameworks that our clients use to implement best practices and 

standardize business processes,” said Roger Price, CEO of P5G.  “Flevy’s robust library of 

premium business documents and frameworks in the areas of strategy development, 

organizational change management, and operational excellence make for a great addition to 

EON®’s growing portfolio of implementation content.” 

Existing Flevy documents are from Flevy’s subscription service, FlevyPro (http://flevy.com/pro).  

FlevyPro provides subscribers with a curated library of business frameworks, Lean Six Sigma 

templates, and other materials.  The business frameworks, added weekly, cover a broad range of 

management disciplines—e.g. Strategy & Planning, Lean/OpEx/Process, Digital Transformation, 

Change Management, Organizational Design, HR/Talent, IT, and others. These methodologies 

are all based on the research of global consulting firms (including McKinsey, Accenture, and 

Deloitte) or renown business academic. 

Private and public sector organizations have been using EON® for some time to deploy strategy 

and manage their enterprise improvement agenda, including both traditional project portfolio & 

lifecycle management and business process standardization.  Now, through this partnership with 

Flevy, those organizations will receive access to dozens of new and highly valuable tools, 

templates, and other resources. “I’m excited to partner with Flevy,” said Brian Wilkins, P5G’s 

Vice President of Sales and Marketing.  “They’ve built a tremendous library of actionable 

business documents that our clients will absolutely love.” 

### 

About Flevy 

Flevy is the marketplace for premium business documents.  Documents range from business 

strategy frameworks to financial models to PowerPoint templates.  These business documents are 

of the same caliber as those produced by top tier management consulting firms, such as 

McKinsey, BCG, Bain, Accenture, and Deloitte.  Most documents were developed by seasoned 



executives and consultants with 20+ years of experience.  Flevy was founded under the principle 

that companies waste a lot of time and money recreating the same foundational business 

documents. All organizations, from startups to large enterprises, can use Flevy, whether it's to 

jumpstart projects, to find reference or comparison materials, or just to learn.  Individual 

business professionals can monetize their business documents by listing them on Flevy. 

About P5G and EON 

P5G is the brains behind EON®, a highly configurable and scalable Enterprise Excellence 

Platform that allows organizations to deploy and manage their enterprise strategy at all levels and 

across all functions by creating meaningful “parent-child” relationships based on their unique 

organizational structure, assigning ownership for those objectives, creating strategy-specific 

work plans, and generating a risk profile for each objective.  EON® also makes it easy to 

explicitly link enterprise improvement initiatives to the strategy, manage those initiatives to 

completion, and track return on investment.  One of EON’s® key differentiators is a feature set 

called “Heatmaps” that makes it possible for organizations to generate operational maturity 

models, assess maturity anywhere, and implement practical work plans to improve maturity.  

Clients use “Heatmaps” to drive operational excellence, ensure compliance, or standardize 

business processes. 

EON® has generated tremendous market traction across multiple industries, including 

chemicals/petrochemicals, food & beverage, discrete parts manufacturing, medical devices, 

healthcare, and state government agencies. 
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